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ABSTARCT 

That Raja Rao is India's most significant novelist writing in the English language today is now 

indisputable," wrote the late C.D. Narasimhaiah, doyen of Indian literary critics.

judgement made over 30 years ago, but there are many who would still argue for Rao's 

supremacy in Indo-Anglian fictionWith his ascetic and rather beautiful features, so that even in 

old age he retained a princely visage that was part

Raja Rao looked every inch a metaphysical and poetic novelist. He was the last of the quartet of 

writers, the others being Mulk Raj Anand, Nirad Chaudhuri and R.K. Narayan, who made 

English into a major literary language i

were never close to each other. 
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That Raja Rao is India's most significant novelist writing in the English language today is now 

indisputable," wrote the late C.D. Narasimhaiah, doyen of Indian literary critics.

judgement made over 30 years ago, but there are many who would still argue for Rao's 

Anglian fictionWith his ascetic and rather beautiful features, so that even in 

old age he retained a princely visage that was part-Hamlet and part-Krishna, the slightly built 

Raja Rao looked every inch a metaphysical and poetic novelist. He was the last of the quartet of 

writers, the others being Mulk Raj Anand, Nirad Chaudhuri and R.K. Narayan, who made 

English into a major literary language in the subcontinent. They all lived to great ages, but they 
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That Raja Rao is India's most significant novelist writing in the English language today is now 

indisputable," wrote the late C.D. Narasimhaiah, doyen of Indian literary critics. That was a 

judgement made over 30 years ago, but there are many who would still argue for Rao's 

Anglian fictionWith his ascetic and rather beautiful features, so that even in 

Krishna, the slightly built 

Raja Rao looked every inch a metaphysical and poetic novelist. He was the last of the quartet of 

writers, the others being Mulk Raj Anand, Nirad Chaudhuri and R.K. Narayan, who made 

n the subcontinent. They all lived to great ages, but they 


